
AQUA LEADER

What makes us a leader is what sets   
us apart.

What makes AQUA LEADER pools 
stand out is the way we combine unique 
design quality with practicality, using 
innovative styling to create smooth 
round or oval aboveground pools with 
absolutely no angular joints. We also 
owe our success to distinctive 
world-class components that make all 
the  difference, including textured walls, 
ultra-strong uprights and top rails, solid 
joints and continuous-curve top seats. 
At AQUA LEADER, we know how 
important it is to strike the perfect 
balance between function and 
aesthetics… and we have leading pool 
designs in every market niche to prove 
it. But that is what you would expect 
from a company that has been totally 
committed to research and development 
in pursuit of the perfect pool since 1975.

ATHENA     
TM

Your above ground poo l has been designed to provide 
you with years of safe, family fun. Th is entails that 
water safety must always be taken into account. When 
used incorrectly, your above ground swimming poo l 
can be dangerous; above ground poo ls are shallow, 
and th is makes diving and jumping unsafe. To ensure 
your above ground poo l is used safely, you must 
observe the safety precautions that are provided to 
you when you purchase an above ground poo l and 
conform to all local regulations.

SAFETY

Made by

FEATURES

Why is the Athena such a hit with homeowners?
It’s all in the details...

Robust injection-molded resin structure
Steel wall finished with Duratex 2000® 
anti-corrosion paint
Internal wall protected against humidity and 
chemicals 
Curved Synflex® resin top ledges
Resin bottom plates and tracks
Precision-adjusted components
Easy to assemble

SHALLOW WATER: DO NOT JUMP / NO DIVING
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AVAILABLE SIZES
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HIGH PROFILE FOUNDATION SYSTEMUPRIGHTS / Resin DESIGNER Wall PatternLEDGE COVERS / One-piece TOP LEDGES / Resin STABILIZERS/ Resin

ATHENA
TM

ATHENAThe Athena offers an amazing experience in your own backyard. With its perfect unity between the linear wall 
graphic and the structural components, the Athena provides an attractive enhancement to your backyard. 
Indulge yourself and enjoy unforgettable summer days dipping into your above ground pool. The Athena offers 
a perfect combination for an exceptional summer experience!

YOUR SUMMER BEGINS WITH THE ATHENA ABOVE GROUND POOL
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